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If you have unprotected sex directly before, during, or after ovulation, the egg can become fertilized by sperm to create a baby. Usually, around the same time each month, the female's ovaries release an egg. The non-fertilized egg travels through the fallopian tubes to the uterus where it lives for up to 12
hours. If sperm does not fertilize the egg during ovulation, the woman's body sheds it during menstruation. Partners and spouses have been using natural family planning (NFP) for decades to help with pregnancy. Methods do not include fertility devices or medication but rely on what time during the month
to have sexual intercourse based on ovulation. While most couples choose natural family planning for religious or other personal reasons, there are many things to consider during this trip. Check out these ten tips for natural family planning. Whether you're currently married, practicing abstinence, or
somewhere in between, you can start tracking your natural cycle today. After all, it will take a while to get the hang of three different natural family planning methods. It may seem simple enough to figure out the timeline, but it's going to take a little work. Think about it: filing taxes, planning a diet, or building
furniture all come with instructions, but they still take a bit of effort. Since you have a limited window of opportunity to practice methods each month, it may take several times before you find the pattern. When you are ready to actually put the methods used to plan or prevent pregnancy, you can look back
on a cycle year. You may notice changes during stressful times, such as illness or demanding events, which will make you happy that it started so soon. You will be much closer to discovering a reliable flow and perfecting methods. One of the three methods for natural family planning is to track your
periods every month (or 28 days). Using a calendar, note the day you start your cycle, which is considered the first day. Ovulation occurs on the 14th day of your cycle. As you continue to follow the beginning and end of menstruation, you will be able to predict which days you are most fertile. This can help
either in planning or preventing a pregnancy. After understanding how to map fertility, just start watching. This natural family planning is more difficult than it sounds. With the periods, it can be difficult to follow an accurate ovulation plan. However, just keep taking notes month after month and your
descriptions will become more reliable over time. Now take everything you just learned about mapping your menstrual cycle for natural family planning and forget about it. Not everything, but at least the numbers. Although the typical woman has her period every 28 days with ovulation on the 14th day, she
may be far from average. That's why it's so to start the process early. It may take several months or even a year, but you'll be able to figure out what your normal chart looks like. Besides, there aren't two people the same. It may be easier for you to track your menstruation using a smartphone app instead
of the traditional pen and paper. While most people already know the first natural method of family planning, there are other ways to follow your ovulation in addition to the flow of menstruation. However, both require monthly evaluations of the female body. Also referred to as the mucus method, you can
monitor changes in your cervical mucus. This bodily fluid will become clear, elastic, and slick during ovulation. Mucus almost resembles the appearance and texture of an uncooked egg white. You need to monitor the consistency of mucus every day to discover your ovulation pattern. The third natural
method of family planning involves taking the daily basic body temperature (BBT) using a specific thermometer. A regular BBT is about 97 to 98 degrees. However, during ovulation, it will increase between 0.5 and 1 degree. You can measure the temperature through the mouth, rectum, or vagina. The
best time to check the BBT is in the morning before you get out of bed. Not only do you need to use the thermometer, in the same way, every time, but you have to aim to get the temperature at the same time, too. It could be beneficial to make the symtothermal method and the other two natural methods
of family planning at the same time. In addition to that, you can also follow other monthly symptoms such as bloating, tender breasts, and abdominal cramps to better monitor ovulation for natural family planning. Did you know that there are natural family planning instructors who can help you and your
family through travel? You can attend teaching sessions and learn how to use the three methods that have already been discussed accurately. The NFP trainer will also analyze your charts and help you continue to monitor your ovulation with confidence. You can consult your NFP instructor if you have
any questions. Your gynecologist can also help you talk about monitoring your fertility. In addition to medical professionals, you can also look for support from your family and close friends. It is important, to be honest, and open with your spouse or partner as you go through natural family planning to cope
Concerns. However, you can talk to loved ones who have already been down this road. If you don't have someone in your daily life to then consider joining an online social group created for this topic. It's always good to know you're not alone. It is important to note that natural family planning does not
always prevent or plan a pregnancy. In fact, gynecologists suggest that if you use methods to prevent pregnancy, the success rate is about 90%. Similarly, if you're trying to get pregnant, two out three couples are successful in becoming fertile through natural family planning. You must follow the methods
completely to have NFP work effectively. There is no set time at which you should or should not become pregnant using natural family planning. It can take several months if you don't have other fertility issues. Although many couples use natural family planning to get pregnant, they also use these
methods to prevent pregnancy. Since it is free, it is the cheapest form of contraceptives compared to condoms. There are no side effects, as there are with other types of birth control. Nevertheless, depending on your religious beliefs, you may want to have spare contraceptives. Keep in mind that
medication, breastfeeding, and other factors can offset your charts. If you simply can't map your ovulation accurately or forget to watch it, you'll want to prevent pregnancy using other birth control methods. Sometimes, lust gets the better of us; if you are ovulating and do not want to become pregnant, you
should make a decision. If you have a large family in this modern world, your loved ones cannot understand your decision to continue with the children. Similarly, some families beg their children to have more grandchildren. People often have strong views on the rationale and effectiveness of natural
family planning. However, what you and your husband decide is what matters. Don't feel bad about taking this opportunity to track your ovulation. Trust yourself and your body even if you have a problem with methods. Amani Utipe Dynamics and Timbre Course Designs - Students will use non-thrown
percussion instruments to accompany a selected song. Level: 2 to 12Bray of Sound - Students will learn to recognize the sounds of certain musical instruments. Level: K to 3Making Music - This pdf file will teach kids how to create their own music. Level: PreschoolShake that Shaker - A pdf file for children
to learn how to make their own musical instrument using the items found in the house. Level: PreschoolDecorate A drum - Children will have fun making their own drum. Level: Preschool input instruments - Introduction of percussion and exploration of its characteristics. Level: K to 6Homemade
Instruments - Offers various resources to teach children how to create their own musical instruments; contains photo guides. Class: Kindergarten duration: A class period Vocabulary: measure, length Goals: Students will use a non-standard measure (connectors) to measure the length of multiple objects.
1.MD.2. Express the length of an object as an integer number of units of length by placing multiple copies of a smaller object (the edge-to-edge length unit); you understand that measuring the length of an object is the number of units of the same size that span it without spaces or overlays. Restrict to
environments where the object measured is from a whole number of units of length without gaps or overlays. Ask this question to students: I want to draw a big picture on this piece of paper. How can I tell how big this piece of paper is? As students give you ideas, you can write them down on the board to
possibly link their ideas to the lesson of the day. If they're too far away in their answers, you can guide them closer by saying things like, well, how does your family or doctor figure out how big you are? An inch clipIndex cardsPandor 8.5x11 paper for each studentPencilsTranparencyOverhead machine
Using transparency, index cards, and paper clips, show students how to work from side to side to find the length of an object. Place a paper clip next to another and continue until you have measured the length of the card. Ask students to measure aloud with you to find the number of clips that represent
the length of the index card. You have a volunteer come up to the overhead machine and count the width of the pointer card in staples. You have the class count out loud again to find the answer. If the students don't already have paper clips, pass them. Also, pass a sheet of paper to each student. In pairs
or small groups, align the paper clips so that they can measure the length of the piece of paper. Using overheads and a piece of paper, they have a volunteer show what they did to measure the length of the paper in paper clips and have the category count loudly again. Have the students try to measure
the width of the paper themselves. Ask students what their answers are, and model for them again using transparency if they are not able to come up with an answer that is close to eight clips. You have students list 10 items in the class that can count with a partner. Write them on the board, the students
copy them. In pairs, students should count these objects. Some students will be a long way off in their answer-check them again as a class and review the process from end to end of measurement with the staples. Students can take a little baggie of home paperclips and count something at home. Or, they
can draw a picture of themselves and measure their bodies in staples. As students work independently or in groups, counting classroom objects, they walk and see who needs help with non-standard measures. After having repeated experiences with measurement, select five random objects in the class
and count them in small groups, so be able to evaluate their understanding of the concept. Meaning. Meaning.
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